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Report to: Cabinet, 13th September 2016

Report of: Councillor Joy Squires, Cabinet Member for Performance and 
Resources

Subject: THE COMMANDERY – VISITOR EXPERIENCE MAINTENANCE WORKS

1.      Recommendation

1.1 To note progress with planning the various phases of visitor experience 
improvements at The Commandery; and

1.2 To approve an allocation of £120,000 to enable the bringing forward of 
longer term building maintenance requirements, as part of the overall 
improvements scheme.

2. Background

2.1 In July 2015, following a recommendation from the Joint Museums Committee, the 
Cabinet agreed investment of £260,000 for the early phases of improvement to the 
visitor experience at The Commandery.  This was based on a development and 
outline business plan, produced by DCA Associates, which had been commissioned 
by Museums Worcestershire.
 

2.2 The DCA Associates recommendations for the immediate priorities at The 
Commandery were:

 Creating the new Battle of Worcester visitor experience. 
 Warming the spaces where the Battle of Worcester experience is sited and the 

Great Hall to an appropriate level.
 Creating the interpretation for the Great Hall
 Transforming the front window and foyer.
 Giving the shop a makeover, sourcing new stock, improving visual 

merchandising.
 Getting the cafe up and running.
 Branding and visual identity development; developing a phased marketing 

strategy.
 Enhancing the Battle of Worcester Heritage Trail with on street way finding

2.3 The strategic case for the investment was based on the studies into the value of 
heritage tourism commissioned by Museums Worcestershire in 2013.  Funded by an 
Arts Council grant, these included a detailed assessment of the current and potential 
value of the Civil Wars as part of Worcester's Tourism Strategy.
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3. Progress To Date

3.1 Work to implement the early phases of the plan has proceeded in the interim by 
Museums Worcestershire supported on project management and property matters by 
officers from the City Council.  An additional report on the design proposals will be 
presented to the next Cabinet Meeting, with recommendations on how the early 
phases are developed and implemented in readiness for relaunch to the public in 
2017.

3.2 An award winning exhibition designer (GuM) have been appointed and they have 
developed a new masterplan for the building, with new Civil War displays at the 
heart of phase 1 as originally agreed.  As part of looking at the masterplan, areas of 
the building have been noted as requiring maintenance work prior to the exhibition 
installation.

3.3 In addition, professional fundraisers have been appointed to raise the additional 
funding required to complete the project to a more ambitious scale than was 
previously the case, particularly in the area of Civil War interpretation and enhanced 
visitor services and signing.  Further meetings have been held with the Heritage 
Lottery Fund and a grant bid for funding was submitted in July 2016.  The outcome 
of this bid is expected in October 2016.

3.4 Museums Worcestershire has also engaged in extensive consultation to help define 
the form of the final proposals and ensure public and community engagement with 
the plans is high, before and during the re-launch.  A part time Marketing Officer has 
been appointed in accordance with the original recommendation to help boost the 
profile of The Commandery and interest in Worcester as a Civil War City. New 
branding for The Commandery has also been commissioned.

3.5 The Joint Museums Committee has received several reports on The Commandery 
improvements, and on 7th June the Committee endorsed the latest designs for the 
scheme.  Further work has since been done to identify a more detailed phasing and a 
detailed cost plan, based on the updated master plan. 

3.6 In summary, the headline phases at this stage are:

Phase 1: Worcester – the Civil War City
A series of linked garden wing displays will tell the story of Worcester's part in 
the English Civil Wars, the key historical figures and the significance of the 
conflict in helping to shape our Parliamentary democracy. 
The façade of the building will be enhanced by the display of pikes above the 
gates which will be opened to provide a new entrance into the courtyard. 
To the rear of the building a new The Commandery Civil War study centre will be 
established including a library, research and volunteer facilities. The shop 
displays and stock will be refreshed to reflect the change of theme and reception 
for group visits will be enhanced in the canal wing.
Phase 2 - "It happened here”
A new light and projection display in the Great Hall to introduce the significance 
of The Commandery to visitors, plus the story of the visit of US Presidents John 
Adams and Thomas Jefferson in rooms overlooking Fort Royal Park.
Phase 3 - Commercial and visitor services
The creation of a new café in the front of the building facing the street the 
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courtyard and canal, with the relocation of retail and admission point nearer the 
Great Hall entrance.
The establishment of a high quality wedding and corporate hire suite of rooms on 
the ground floor with an independent entrance.
The creation of temporary exhibition space
Phase 4 - Future interpretation
Completion of the interpretation plan concentrating on Medieval and Tudor 
Worcester.

4. Building Maintenance Works

4.1 The Commandery is a Grade 1 Listed Building.  It is sensitively managed on a 
continuous basis in order to maintain the original construction methods and 
materials. The City Council has previously engaged Nick Joyce, a local conservation 
architect, to produce a five year condition survey.  This survey identified a future 
funding requirement for three elements of work:

 £53,000 for general fabric repairs;
 £35,000 to renew the fire protection of the building, and;
 £35,000 for general decoration improvements. 

4.2 The original DCA report included a more recent condition survey of The Commandery 
by Purcell Conservation Architects, and this largely concurs with the findings in the 
earlier condition survey report.

4.3 The proposal is to complete these 3 elements of maintenance works prior to 
undertaking the building works aspects of phase 1 of the improvements.  If this is 
work is not carried out now, then it will need to be undertaken after the various 
visitor improvements have been made which will mean further disruption and to 
some extent an undoing and redoing of some of the improvements that will have 
already been made. 

4.4 As part of the general fabric repairs, Cabinet are asked to note the particular 
challenges to the roofing elements and timber frame of The Commandery.  Water 
ingress is a problem, as are death watch beetles and squirrels in the roof space. 
There are also a number of slipped tiles and gaps in ridge tiles, vegetation growing 
on the outer roof and damp emerging on the internal plasterwork.  Some of the walls 
showing water ingress carry power sockets, which poses a potential fire hazard. 

4.5 It should be noted however, that these are not new challenges for our Property 
Service to manage, they are part and parcel of dealing with an historic building such 
as The Commandery.  These issues have been carefully monitored and managed for 
a number of years, in consultation with our Conservation Officers.  However, given 
the proposed visitor experience improvements, now is a good time to invest in some 
more substantial repairs, which will also help to resolve some of the environmental 
issues prevalent in the building which cause problems in the fulfilment of exhibition 
loan agreements.  

4.6 In addition, a grant of £28,504 has been received from the West Midlands Museum 
Development Service, for environmental management improvements to the care and 
display of collections, including loans from other institutions. The grant will deal with 
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specific issues around damp, ventilation and heating. Improvements in these areas 
will reduce the environmental conditions which allow death watch beetle to exist. 

5. Alternative Options Considered

5.1 The development of a masterplan for the building has refined the approach to the 
creation of a new visitor offer for The Commandery.  This has in turn provided a 
more structured approach to the overall maintenance issues, to ensure that the 
investment in the visitor experience aspects is supported by essential works on the 
building fabric.

5.2 A "do nothing" approach regarding the City Council's maintenance responsibilities 
towards the Grade 1 listed building fabric of The Commandery is not considered 
acceptable.  Undertaking this essential maintenance work as part of the wider visitor 
experience improvement scheme is considered necessary. 

6. Implications

Financial and Budgetary Implications
6.1 The next five-year maintenance plan is due to be presented to Cabinet during this 

financial year.  There will be a funding requirement arising from this plan, over and 
above our existing annual maintenance budget.  Our annual budget is largely 
directed at maintenance inspections and associated repairs, reactive maintenance 
and a small element of planned maintenance, depending on the reactive 
requirements.  Therefore, Cabinet are likely to be asked to prioritise planned 
maintenance items and allocate additional funding, usually from the Assets 
Earmarked Reserve that is occasionally replenished for this purpose, and if 
necessary, from any year end underspends, should they arise.

6.2 This report brings forward such a request for the specific purpose of addressing The 
Commandery maintenance requirements.  It is proposed that £20,000 of the funding 
requirement is met from existing maintenance budgets in 2016/17, and the 
remaining £100,000 is funded as follows:

1) An allocation of £50,000 from the Assets Earmarked Reserve
2) An allocation of £50,000 from the 2016/17 Corporate Plan Priorities New Homes 

Bonus allocation.  This allocation was increased by £50,000 to £450,000 for 
2016/17, specifically to improve the heritage offer at The Commandery.

Legal and Governance Implications
6.3 Maintenance works will be carried out in accordance with the listed building consent 

framework.

Risk Implications
6.4 If this maintenance work is not approved and completed in advance of any visitor 

experience installation works, then it will impinge on the delivery of the visitor 
experience works, and may not deliver a successful outcome.

Corporate/Policy Implications
6.5 This maintenance investment supports the Council to properly maintain its heritage 

buildings, and it supports the Council’s prioritisation of the heritage and history offer 
in the City.
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Equality Implications
6.6 None directly arising from this report 

Human Resources Implications
6.7 The maintenance works delivery will be managed from existing resources in Property 

Services at Place Partnership Ltd and at the Council, in collaboration with the 
Council’s Heritage and Conservation Service.

Health and Safety Implications
6.8 Maintenance works will be carried out in accordance with existing health and safety 

requirements.

Ward(s): Cathedral
Contact Officer: Ian Forrester, Worcester City Council Property and Assets 

Manager, 01905 822326
Background Papers: None 


